**ABSTRACT**

**Introduction:** The analysis of medical-biological and psychological-pedagogical literature is very important on solving the problem and look for further health promotional activities for develop the health status of growing generation.

**Aim:** The aim was to examine the changing in students’ health status in two primary school in Chelyabinsk, Russia. It was analysed, that “Who is responsible for schoolchildren’s state of health?” and “What can we have to do if the health situation doesn’t really improve?”

**Results:** Children were classified to four health categories (in 2010, 2012, and 2014) according to the Order of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation No. 60 of 1995. The differences were determined by Student’s t-test (p<.05). The results show increase of schoolchildren, having IIIrd health group to finishing school.

**Summary:** The best influencing factors in students’ health status is the family and school staff. The healthy lifestyle taking account to the specific character of current situation.
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ment method, which is used by schools for observe students’ physical or mental health, educational quality and competence levels’ increase. Health promotional education is realized on modern person-centered paradigm principles of students’ education and growing population.

During performing their professional functions, teachers are responsible either prevention, or students’ mental, physical and spiritual health development. Adequate institutions guarantee the increase in students’ psychological, physiological and morphological status, according to their age- and gender expectation. All of this represents a guarantee for schoolchildren’s successful adaptation in certain educational establishments.

The ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions is «one of the most significant peculiarities of living person’s forms» (Shmalhausen, 1946), moreover, these organisms search for optimal and most stable health state actively. It is reflected in adaptation to new conditions of its existence. The basis of adaptive process to educational activities consists of some mechanisms, starting their action as a reaction on educational environment adequate or destabilizing factors working.

The aim of the study was to examine the changes in students’ health status in two primary school in Chelyabinsk, Russia over four years. It was analysed, that “Who is responsible for schoolchildren’s state of health?” and “What can we have to do if the health situation doesn’t really improve?”

METHODS

Sample was chosen in Chelyabinsk, because it is confirmed by All-Russian population medical examinations. There are negative tendencies in children’s, especially schoolchildren at the beginning of studying (aged 7 – 9), during subject training start (aged 10 – 11), before finishing school (aged 15 – 17) in their health state.

During school medical data analysis special attention is paid to medical examination results before entering school, especially to specialized doctors’ examination, a child’s physical development evaluation and his/her placing into a definite health group. Our analysis results of students’ health state at the beginning of studying, received during surveillance studying of children, studying at different educational establishments.

The examination have been executed in two region in Chelyabinsk: Central and Tractor Plant District. Students were analysed in three times in 2010, 2012, 2014. Children were classified to four health category according to the Order of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation No. 60 of 1995. The differences were determined by Student’s t-test (p<.05).

RESULTS

Students’ health status are presented in Table 1. The results analysis shows, that during beginning of studying from 80% to 90% of children have some health lesions. Educational programs are designed for apparently healthy children, so, only a school teacher can adapt educational process for a certain child. Moreover it is his/her direct workplace role.

Table 1.: Students’ placement according to health groups (%) during studying beginning (data, received in Chelyabinsk)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th># of students</th>
<th>ISt health group</th>
<th>Ilnd health group</th>
<th>IIIrd health group</th>
<th>IVth health group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tzentralny (Central)</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>10,10%</td>
<td>59,50%</td>
<td>29,70%</td>
<td>0,60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traktorozavodskoy (Tractor plant district)</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>16,50%</td>
<td>54,90%</td>
<td>27,20%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>13,30%</td>
<td>57,20%</td>
<td>28,40%</td>
<td>0,80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But still, innovative pedagogical technologies large-scale implementation is not always conducted on the basis of preliminary physiological and hygienical investigations. Meanwhile, children’s adaptive processes during innovative educational technologies realization
are characterised by significant decrease in organism’s functional abilities. The evidence of it is demonstrated in publications, where facts on innovative methods negative influence over schoolchildren’s functional state and health are presented. It should be admitted, that the true cause for the decrease in schoolchildren’s organs functional status, which is caused either by innovative technologies, or schoolchildren’s total loading composing of parents’ wish to see their child successful in all activities (learning, sport, artistic – aesthetic and so on), or lack of healthy lifestyle in the family.

It is evident, that intensive loading influence over students’ organisms under the conditions of permanent growth and development goes beyond the limits of reserve abilities for health promotion. In connection, schools’ status, as an establishment for bringing-up physically and mentally healthy citizens. Forming or restitution students’ healthy lifestyle is an important task. But the problem resides in the fact, that its solution demands using adequate control means and presence of relevant criteria for morphofunctional and psychophysiological presence state of schoolchildren’s organisms’ evaluation at different ontogenetic developmental stages.

Harmonization of «education» – «health» system, is, certainly a perspective trend for educational quality increase. Studying educational process conditions and individual psychological and physiological peculiarities of students must be performed during all the period of school studying. The case monitoring for health groups placement changing (from students, aged 7–8 till aged 16–17) results are provided below (Table 2). The results show increase of schoolchildren, having IIIrd health group to finishing school.

Table 2: The examined municipal educational establishments’ students’ placement to health groups over 10 studying years, (%) (n=102) (Yakubovskaya I. A.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Examinaton years</th>
<th>Ist group</th>
<th>IInd group</th>
<th>IIId group</th>
<th>IVth group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 – 8</td>
<td>1995 – 1996</td>
<td>15,6</td>
<td>59,7</td>
<td>23,5</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 11</td>
<td>1998 – 1999</td>
<td>12,7</td>
<td>58,8</td>
<td>28,4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 – 17</td>
<td>2004 – 2005</td>
<td>3,8**</td>
<td>51,9</td>
<td>44,1*</td>
<td>0,9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * - significant differences between first and tenth forms students, p≤0,05

Knowledge of the typological peculiarities of students’ higher nervous activities, defining individual functional peculiarities during studying and bringing-up is compulsory for a teacher. These functional peculiarities are: taking into account age peculiarities of attention and memory mechanisms forming, age and sex peculiarities of analyzer systems development and so on.

Understanding the connection between students’ health and their educational process by teachers-practitioners and scientists has become the cause of increase the investigations number, devoted to health promotional technologies working-out and their effectiveness evaluation, and also students’ adaptation to educational conditions perfection. Physiological hygienical and psychophysiological research works have persuaded teachers and education system leaders that it is necessary to take special measures for schoolchildren’s health preservation and promotion. The most perspective researches in this sphere are these, using complex approach.

At the modern stage of educational system development the most important issue is conjoint medical and psychological care for a child in educational process, as well as early recognition of abnormalities to organize the health-improving and prophylactic measures effectively.

In the National Educational doctrine of the Russian Federation (up to 2025) it is stated, that health promotion must become an integral part of every educational model. On that basis, we can acknowledge, that today the children’s right to health preservation and promotion in an educational establishment is an obligatory condition for educational quality increase.

One of the issues of health promotion problems investigations is working-out a quality management and medical-psychological-pedagogical monitoring models under the conditions of educational system electronic communication development.

During such activities much attention is paid to the program of electronic communication development implementation on the level of educational process management (collecting, storing, analyzing and using information); united assistance service, including psychologists, social care teachers, health care professionals and PE teachers organization. The aim of such assistance service is to organize system research, providing students with pedagogical support, and teachers – with comfort labor conditions.

Under this approach students’ development assistance
represents a technology of providing complex qualified support for a student at different educational stages, including psychological, medical and biological, social physical and pedagogical components. In this connection the assistance on the whole and its separate items of students’ development in educational process has poly-functional character.

We view the united intraschool assistant service as an effective integration and cooperation form of all educational process parties (students, school authorities, form masters and tutors, subject teachers, social care teachers, educational psychologists, health care professionals, supplementary education teachers, facilitators) to increase educational quality and students’ development on the basis of their health promotion, educational establishment health care environment harmonization.

Effective use of conditions, educational establishments are having, is possible only during stable systematic work of teaching staff, families and state in health promotional activities management.

Biological approach to human health problem views organism as a multilevel system, where structural and functional shifts beyond «reaction norm» at one of levels are compensated at others, thanks to evolutionally fixed universal mechanisms of self-regulation. It is an adaptive mechanism, providing homeostasis and possibility of an organism existing with greater or smaller expenses under the conditions of constant spatial-temporal changes. Not every shift of some physical development or functional state characteristics from «average-community» statistic norm can be viewed as developmental or functional disorder: sometimes such a shift can be due to individual developmental heterochronism and biological age delay from real one. It often can be seen not only in primary school students and teenagers, but also in upper-form students. Every organism in every ontogenesis periods has got its own physiological norm. Longitudinal comparison of quantitative and qualitative characteristics of examined persons’ different organism systems’ functional state allows finding their shifts from the organism functions age dynamics changing, coinciding with community sample (Tkachenko, 2001).

One of the integral organisms’ structural – functional system components artificial regulation leads to quantitative and qualitative changes of intra – and extra systematic connections. New connections, being informational signals carriers, cause homeostatic parameters destabilization, aimed at new level of the most adequate organism state in real existing conditions search. The found shifts from the average age – sex norm are not absolute, they reflect increased characteristics level. They can show adaptive potential realization within particular conditions of vital activity.

The adaptive process basis includes organism’s non-specific resistance mechanisms, activating as a reaction to destabilizing factors of natural and social environment. These demonstrations of organism responsiveness can be viewed as individual health measure (Sidorov and Sovershaeva, 2001). In modern conception, World Health Organization, views the necessity of scientifically grounded technologies for health forming working-out and implementation as one of top-priority problems. They have to be based on individual health forming mechanisms knowledge.

So, two most important issues on the discussed problem have found solution. Issue # 1: Who is responsible for schoolchildren’s state of health? The answer can be presented in some variants: a state, a family, a school, a person! Or a family, a school, a state, a person! Issue # 2: What can we have to do if the health situation doesn’t really improve? The answer can be: The healthy lifestyle taking account to the specific character of current situation.
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